Distinguishability/quantum-to-classical transition on C-dataset level variable delay times of photons injected as a train of pulses (or randomly distributed)
Many-particle generalization of HOM via correlator-statistics! ensemble average of two-point correlators as a diagnostic tool [Walschaers, 2016] first moment of C-dataset vs. delay ∆t of photons i and i + 1 (6 particles in 20 modes)
Probing the temporal structure of input state interference with controlled (n + 1)th photon modulates C-dataset statistics Deterministic model -FMO as a 3D random, finite network of sites -
• excitation injected at "in"
• excitation delivered at "out"
• remaining sites randomly placed within sphere
• efficiency ≡ large p out , after short times [Scholak et al., 2010 [Scholak et al., , 2011 Zech et al., 2014] 
